continuity constraint of motion vectors. Also, many reThis paper proposes a two-stage optical flow estimation algo-searchers (e.g., Horn and Schunck [10] differential equation and solved it using an iteration method. Thus, these approaches generally have drawbacks
INTRODUCTION
that estimated solutions may be unstable and a large number of iterations are required. Also, the performance of these approaches tend to degenerate if the gray level shift In image sequence analysis, optical flow is important from frame to frame exceeds a spatial extent of a derivainformation not only in data compression but also in 3-D tive filter. motion estimation and structure reconstruction [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Area-based methods cannot estimate correctly the real Also, optical flow is used for detection of discontinuity [6] . motion field. Feature-based methods can measure motion In spite of the usefulness of the motion field, conventional vectors only at feature points distributed sparsely, while motion estimation methods suffer from several problems gradient-based methods are suitable for detecting optical such as aperture property, instability, and high computaflow over an entire image in spite of several problems as tional complexity. described previously. So, our research focuses on algoMotion estimation methods can be classified into one rithms based on feature-based and gradient-based optical of three major categories: area-based, feature-based, and flow estimation. Gradient-based approaches cannot genergradient-based. Area-based motion estimation methods ally cope well with discontinuities and they tend to confind motion vectors that minimize motion compensation verge into a local minimum or to diverge for large motion. error. But these motion vectors are different from real These approaches assume that a part of an image can be ones in a 3-D world because of projection onto 2-D images.
approximated by a first-or second-order polynomial and These approaches have drawbacks in that motion vectors gray levels at two corresponding points in two images do cannot be determined uniquely in homogeneous and not change by motion. Also these optical flow estimation straight edge regions. Thus, feature-based motion estimation methods (e.g., Barnard and Thompson [7] , Wang approaches consider only local properties. Because of the first-or second-order derivative terms in a motion conet al. [8] , and Haynes and Jain [9] ) have been proposed for detection of correct motion vectors at feature points, straint equation and smoothness term, optical flow estimation is inherently sensitive to noise. Also, occlusion cannot from which reconstruction of the motion field over an entire image was performed. If the number of feature be considered globally. Since optical flow cannot be measured in homogeneous regions and it is not unique in other points is small or motion fields are discontinuous, their performance degrades. Motion vectors generated by a regions; estimation of correct optical flow for all cases is difficult. moving camera can be estimated effectively by using the In this paper, we propose a two-stage optical flow estima-be transformed into a form of a diffusion equation, where they used the property that a diffusion coefficient need tion method. In the first stage, we measure initial translation and rotation parameters at feature points using a relax-not be a constant. If a diffusion coefficient is computed properly by adaptive estimation, edges can be successfully ation scheme. Here, we reduce search areas using a difference frame between two consecutive frames, and re-localized. The anisotropic diffusion equation is defined by move regions that are covered in the present image. With motion vectors at feature points, initial optical flow is ob-E t ϭ div(s(x, y, t) ٌ E ), (1) tained by object-oriented anisotropic propagation in both continuous and discontinuous regions. In the second stage, where E t represents a temporal derivative of an illuminaiterative-improvement optical flow estimation is per-tion image E, s(x, y, t) signifies a diffusion coefficient which formed based on strongly coupled data-fusion, in which need not be a constant, and div and ٌ denote divergence anisotropic smoothing is employed in proportion to the and gradient operators, respectively. This equation yields change of the previously estimated optical flow. This smoothed image generates weighting factors for the next
process of optical flow estimation. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we where ⌬ represents a Laplacian operator. Introducing an discuss briefly regularization. Also, we present optical flow anisotropic smoothness constraint for optical flow estimaestimation using adaptive smoothing based on anistropic tion, we can generalize conventional approaches so that diffusion which is more general than the conventional we can control a smoothness term at continuous and dismethods that employed ''oriented smoothness constraint'' continous regions. or ''smoothness control function '' [14] . In Section 2, we For optical flow estimation, Nagel and Enkelmann present the proposed optical flow estimation method. In [14] introduced Section 4, experimental results and discussions are given, and finally conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
͵ ͵ dx dy trace((ٌU )
T C Ϫ1 (ٌU ))(3)
REGULARIZATION AND PROPOSED GENERALIZED ANISOTROPIC OPTICAL
as an oriented smoothness term, where trace represents
FLOW ESTIMATION
the sum of diagonal elements of a matrix and C is a weighting factor matrix to be determined adaptively based If existence, uniqueness, and continuity of a solution of on the gradient of gray levels. U ϭ (u, v)
T represents a any problem are satisfied, the problem is defined as well motion vector where T signifies the transposition, and u posed by Hadamard [21] . Continuity is a necessary condi-and v denote velocities along the x and y axes, respectively. tion for stability, where stability means well conditioned. By minimizing Eq. (3) and neglecting partial derivatives Many problems in computer vision are inverse and ill-of C, Nagel and Enkelmann derived posed problems. These problems can be solved by the generalized inverse theory [ (4) vision problems such as edge detection, shape from shading, stereo matching, and surface reconstruction [21] . Especially, it was first applied to optical flow estimation by on which their optical flow estimation method was based.
However, they proposed an ''oriented smoothness conHorn and Schunck [10] and a large number of optical flow estimation approaches have been based on their approach. straint'' to control discontinuity, neglecting the change of oriented smoothness C for discontinuous regions. The optical flow estimation method based on the regularization theory finds difficulty in obtaining a physically
To control generalized smoothness is continuous and discontinuous regions, we use the relationship (or interacreasonable solution in the sense that it cannot cope well with discontinuities. Conventional methods have not com-tion) between pixels, which is depicted in Fig. 1 . In the resistive network for optical flow estimation, each resispletely solved this problem. In the image reconstruction field, Terzopoulos [24] proposed a ''smoothness control tance is determined based on the gradient of image brightness [26, 27] . This scheme was also applied to stereo matchfunction,'' while in the optical flow estimation field, Nagel and Enkelmann [14] proposed an ''oriented smoothness ing with the gradient image [28] . This model is considered as strongly coupled feed-forward module-fusion in which constraint term.'' Both methods were proposed to control smoothness adaptively. Also, anisotropic diffusion was a target module is affected by one or more independently functioning modules. Also, this relationship is considered proposed by Perona and Malik for adaptive Gaussian smoothing [25] . Gaussian filtering with varying scale can as line process between sites in the Markov random field 
We use a discrete functional minimization procedure [29] 
and be a functional for a minimization problem, where d i,j and s i,j represent motion constraint and smoothness terms, re-2 
where E x,i,j , E y,i,j , and E t,i,j represent partial derivatives of By replacing 4/2 2 by Ͱ, we express these equations as E with respect to x, y, and t respectively, at (i, j). u i,j (v i,j ) denotes the velocity at (i, j) along the x ( y) axis. Also, the
denotes the proposed smoothBy rearrangement, finally we can write ness control function at (i, j). The proposed smoothness control function is derived heuristically by applying aniso- 
In the proposed method, Aisbett's intensity-weighted ϩ 2c
tion. Also, by determining the appropriate smoothness control function, we can obtain the optical flow field at each moving object region. Note that Schnö rr [19] proposed and domain decomposition based on gray levels, while we pro-points, motion vectors can be uniquely determined generally. Using them, we can determine motion vectors inside pose a optical flow estimation method over each moving object domain. a moving object [13] . However, their detection is sensitive to noise. Thus, we restrict search area to the region in which the gray level difference between two consecutive
PROPOSED MOTION DISCONTINUITY-
frames is larger than an appropriate threshold. In this re-PRESERVING OPTICAL FLOW BY USING FEATURE stricted region, corner points, at which feature values are MATCHING AND DATA-FUSION local maxima, are detected. The conventional method using only local information cannot correctly obtain real optical flow, while the pro-3.2. Initial Motion Vector Estimation at Feature Points posed two-stage method using both local and global inforby a Relaxation Scheme mation can calculate optical flow exactly. In the first stage A relaxation method is used to find correspondence beof the proposed two-stage motion estimation method, with tween a pair of images that differ in position or orientation. the rigid body assumption, motion vectors at feature points Here, correspondence of feature points is tested iteratively, are first computed by a relaxation scheme. From the initial increasing the compatibility with neighborhood states. motion vectors at feature points, optical flow in continuous
Since the approach uses global compatibility with labels, and discontinuous regions is estimated by object-oriented it is suitable for image pairs generated by translation or anisotropic propagation. In the second stage, iterative optirotation of a camera [31] [32] . cal flow estimation is performed by the strongly coupled For measuring motion vectors at feature points, we upmodule-fusion [30] . For module-fusion, optical flow estidate the labeling probability using the relationship between mation and adaptive smoothing interact with each other.
corresponding feature points of the same object. To identify if a pixel corresponds to an object or background,
Selection of Feature Points for Feature Matching
edge detection and region segmentation can be used. Both Feature detection is to find positions where magnitude methods have been open research topics with extensive of gradient or change of gradient direction of gray levels computational burden and determination of an approis large. An image is classified into objects, background, priate threshold for both approaches is difficult. In this and edges. In an approach using edges as features, corre-paper, update of the matching probability is done by accuspondence between edges in the current and previous mulating the weighted probability which is maximally conframes generated by the same object boundaries is to be sistent with candidate labels at each neighboring feature made. Propagation of motion vectors across edges should point. The weighted probability is measured by multiplying be avoided. Since it is sometimes difficult to determine the matching probability by the edgeness measure, where which side of edges corresponds to a moving object, we the edgeness measure is defined as the accumulated magniassume that corners of objects are convex, which is com-tude of gradient values along the line connecting two feamon in practice.
ture points. The coordinate-invariant features chosen for this work
The candidate region is detected by thresholding the are the Gaussian curvature K and mean curvature H [13] difference image ͉E t,i,j ͉, where the difference image is dewhich are defined by, respectively, fined by the absolute difference between previous and present frames. The point in the candidate region at which K ϭ E xx E yy Ϫ E 2 xy (12) the Gaussian curvature K is local maximum is determined as a feature point. The distance measure
lated over a 9 ϫ 9 window in the present frame
The Gaussian curvature is an intrinsic surface property
whereas the mean curvature is an extrinsic one, in the sense that the former is determined by the shape of an object, while the sign of the latter depends on whether the where K i and H i represent the Gaussian and mean curvatures in the previous frame, respectively. K i,n and H i,n deshape is convex or concave. Because Gaussian and mean curvatures are invariant to rotation, they are suitable for note the nth features in the present frame, corresponding to K i and H i , respectively. Less than five candidate points matching feature points in rotated images. Also, the gradient of gray levels is used for estimating rotation parame-with their distances less than the threshold value are considered for matching. In Fig. 2 , FP i and FP j represent featers. Among three types of rotation in the 3-D space, we assume a rotation around the camera axis in this paper. ture points in the previous image, i,n , 1 Յ n Յ 5, denoting candidate labels corresponding to FP i and j,n , 1 Յ n Յ 5, Feature points can be defined as points at which the Gaussian curvature is local maximum. At these feature denoting those corresponding to FP j . where c is a constant. Then, the normalized initial matching probability P
FIG. 2. Matching of feature points.
For updating the matching probability pertinent to the label i,n , the motion vector corresponding to the label i,n is represented by the transformation F i . F i can be decomposed into the translation operation T i and rotation Matching may not be made for some cases. The probabiloperation R i . With this transformation, the jth feature ity P 0 i (*) declaring no match at a specific point i is compoint FP j , a neighboring pixel of the ith feature point FP i , puted as a function of the difference image Diff(i) at is expressed as that point
The matching probability update term q k i ( i,n ) at the kth iteration is denoted by where Diff(i) is the gray level difference between two images at the ith feature point and * represents the label q 
computed at corner points. Horn and Schunk's method [10] requires the continuity of motion and constancy of based on the motion constraint equation shows large values. Unfortunately, motion vectors of an object may propaimage intensity, with the image approximated by the firstorder polynomial. However, a unique solution cannot be gate into another objects because of isotropic propagation.
In the proposed method, we detect corner points as obtained because of the aperture problem at points where a small patch is approximated by the first-order polynomial, feature points at which gray levels change abruptly. Optical flow is propagated from these feature points to neighboring while an incorrect solution may be obtained at corner points because of Horn and Shunck's continuity assump-regions at which the gray level change is small, according to the weighted optical flow estimation equation. tion. Because an iterative scheme makes use of previous solutions at neighboring pixels, effects of incorrect or diIn Section 2, we introduced a new smoothness control function to derive an optical flow estimation equation that verging solutions at the previous iteration, if any, are propagated into neighboring regions. Figure 3 shows a 1-D can be combined with another module. It is important to specify a smoothness control function and its parameters. profile of an image, illustrating that large motion makes the estimated solution converge to a local minimum. The In a conventional method, a reciprocal of error based on the motion constraint equation was used as a weighting curve Ͱ moves into the curve b, where u represents the real motion and u* denotes the detected one by using a factor [11], in which a weighting factor is small at accurately estimated points. To find a weighting factor determining local property. This problem has not been solved in optimization.
the accuracy of optical flow estimation, we use the gray level difference between corresponding points in the previFor alleviating these problems, motion vectors at points where the aperture problem does not occur, are detected ous and current images, as a parameter of a smoothness control function. The smoothness control function at (i, j) first. Then optical flow is iteratively computed with these motion vectors. In conventional methods, optical flow is is defined to concentrically propagated due to the weighted error defined by the motion constraint equation 
For implementation of this concept, adaptive smoothing is 3.4. Iterative Optical Flow Estimation Based on
performed based on the change of optical flow; i.e., new optiModule-Fusion cal flow is computed based on this smoothed image, then Recently many algorithms based on module-fusion have adaptive smoothing is again performed by the computed opbeen presented [30, 33] , where parallel integration of vision tical flow. In Fig. 4 , the proposed algorithm based on modules determined discontinuties by combining informa-strongly coupled recurrent module-fusion is shown. tion of visual modules such as color, texture, motion, and Strongly coupled data fusion schemes are classified into stereo. To update initial optical flow we propose an iterative feed-forward and recurrent types. Generally, conventional optical flow estimation method combined with adaptive motion estimation algorithms can be viewed as feed-forsmoothing: both modules are interdependent for optical ward types. Whereas, the proposed algorithm is based on flow estimation. Optical flow of the moving object consisting the recurrent type in which two modules affect each other.
In the proposed algorithm, these two modules, optical flow of several regions is usually smooth, thus reliable optical flow can be estimated if an image is appropriately seg-estimation and adaptive smoothing, are based on anisotropic diffusion. So, parameters of both algorithms are upmented. Regularization and MRF methods have been used for stereo matching, shape from shading, and surface recon-dated by affecting each other. As shown in Fig. 4 , adaptive smoothing by the computed optical flow corresponds to opstruction [30] . Regularization is usually difficult to integrate with another modules, compared with the MRF method. In tical flow estimation considering motion of an object.
Adopting weights similar to line processes in the MRF [34] our approach, a smoothness control function described in Section 2 is iteratively determined from another module. and using a regularization method, we obtain an optical flow 
of the proposed algorithm is described as follows.
Manipulating Eq. (11) algebraically, we can write
where the superscript k denotes an iteration step and c N, S, E, W) is a weighting factor identifying a neigh-where g(x) is a nonlinear function defined by 
). determined by a discrete form of Eq. (1), where s(x, y, t) is computed in terms of u k and v k . That is, an image E k As mentioned previously, conventional methods used is strongly smoothed at regions having smooth optical flow weighting factors based on the gray level or variance of while slightly smoothed at regions having abrupt optical optical flow, while our approach utilizes both. flow. Discretizing Eq. (1), we get the kth smoothed image Also, we propose a rotation-invariant iterative improve-E k i, j : ment scheme. In the proposed scheme, the previous image is translated according to the motion vector which is esti-
(25) mated at the previous iteration, and the minute motion ϩ s
vector increment is again estimated from the motioncompensated image and current image, starting with zero where constant is set to 0.25 and the symbol ٌ d E kϪ1 i, j initial value. Here, the temporal derivative E t in a 3 ϫ 3 (d ϭ N, S, E, W) represents is calculated by translating the previous image ing to the detected motion vector and by rotating the motion-com-
previous and current images. Optical flow estimation is inherently sensitive to noise
due to derivative operations. To alleviate this problem, in
this paper, median filtering is used for edge-preserving smoothing before optical flow estimation. Assuming that initial optical flow is zero, i.e., W (u and noise, the optical flow estimation equation can be relative error and the averaging operator reduces zeromean Gaussian noise, the window size of the derivative written as operator is determined by the magnitude of spatial derivatives; i.e., the larger window is considered for the smaller
spatial derivarives. Temporal derivative error is generated is small. Because small spatial derivative produces large by asymmetric difference operator and noise. In this case, tiveness of the proposed method, with the synthetic image sequences we compare the performance of the proposed the optical flow estimation equation can be written as algorithm and conventional methods in terms of four error measures. Error measures we defined by errors between formed with synthetic and real images. To show the effec- the estimated optical flow and the correct optical flow. Figure 5 shows synthetic and real images used in experiments. Figure 5a (Square sequence) and 5b (Circle seAlso, we compare estimation errors of optical flow estimation methods with varying noise level. As error measures, quence) represent the previous images synthesized from the current images using specified translation and rotation we employ L1 and L2 norms [35] , angle average error, and standard deviation [36] . Barron et al. used angle average parameters. Figures 5c (Tree sequence) and 5d (Yosemite sequence) show realistic synthetic sequences. Thus, correct error and standard deviation [36] ; however, it is difficult to compare the performance of algorithms because these optical flow of synthesized sequences is known a priori over an entire image. Figures 5e (SRI Tree sequence) and two performance measures were functions of the density ratio of the estimated region determined by different crite-5f (Rubik sequence) represent real image sequences used to show the qualitative performence. ria. In this paper, we compare the performance of several algorithms over an entire image (100% density ratio). ConTest image 1 consists of two squares synthesized by translation and rotation. Table 1 shows a comparison ventional methods considered include estimation methods based on isotropic smoothness by Black and Anandan [20] , of optical flow estimation results for several diagonal translation cases with the test image sequence 1, where oriented smoothness by Nagel and Enkelmann [14] , and weighted smoothness by Aisbett [18] . Unless stated other-dx and dy denote translation along the x and y axes, respectively, and d signifies the rotation angle in degree wise, we use ϭ 10 and Ͷ ϭ 1.8 in simultaneous over relaxation (SOR) with the maximum number of iterations about the center of the lower square. These results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, resulting equal to 200, 1 ϭ 2 ϭ 1 to extract outliers in Black and Anandan's method, Ͱ 2 ϭ 50.0, c ϭ 1.0, and Ͳ ϭ 12.5 in from appropriate smoothing estimated by the modulefusion and feature matching. Also even for large motion, Nagel and Enkelmann's method, Ͱ 2 ϭ 10.0 in Aisbett's method, and Ͱ ϭ 5.0, K ϭ 10.0, c ϭ 5.0 in the proposed the proposed algorithm gives better performance than the conventional approaches. In Fig. 6 , estimated optical method. flow of the conventional and proposed algorithms for shown. The results of the conventional methods tend to diverge at several regions where temporal and spatial test image 1 is shown for the case of the motion parameter (4, 4, 0). In motion boundaries, the proposed algorithm derivatives are very large. Also, undesirable propagation of optical flow is observed for the conventional shows better boundary contours than conventional approaches in the subjective view point. Conventional algo-algorithms.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Test image 2 is generated according to optical flow specirithms show poor performance at the boundary regions because of incorrect optical flow estimation obtained at fied by the first iteration. Table 2 shows the results with various skew displacements for test image 1. Due to the aperture problem, worse where r represents a zooming parameter in the case of a right upper circle and the location (0, 0) that corresponds Table 3 shows performance comparison of optical flow estimation results for rotation cases with the test image 1. to the left top of the image. In the case of a left lower circle, the displacement parameter is specified by (r, r, 0). For a rotating object, the proposed algorithm gives better estimation results than those of the conventional methods. Note that two objects are mutually occluded. Table 4 shows the comparison of optical flow estimation results for the Using the initial motion vectors at feature points, the proposed algorithm copes well with large motion. The pro-test image 2 with varying parameter r. The proposed algorithm is good and its results do not degrade for large moposed algorithm based on the anisotropic propagation results in accurate motion vectors at motion boundaires. tion, which results from global feature matching. As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed algorithm preserves well the disconAlso, in Fig. 7 experimental results of the conventional and proposed algorithms for (dx, dy, d) ϭ (0, 0, 5) are tinuities of optical flow at motion boundaries. Table 5 shows a comparison of optical flow estimation estimated because adaptive smoothing is performed based on the change of optical flow; i.e., new optical flow is results for the realistic synthetic image (Tree image). This sequence is generated by panning the camera. The pro-computed based on this smoothed image, then adaptive smoothing is again performed by the computed optical posed algorithm gives good performance by the anisotropic propagation of the reliable gives good performance by the flow. That is, the proposed algorithm can estimate accurately optical flow at smooth and discontinuous regions anisotropic propagation of the reliable motion vectors. In Fig. 9 , comparison of optical flow estimation for test image becuase of strongly coupled recurrent data-fusion of optical flow estimation and adaptive smoothing. Figure 10  3 is shown. The proposed algorithm shows a good performance for smooth optical flow. Due to abrupt changes of shows that the proposed algorithm as well as conventional algorithms do not show good results over cloud regions gray level. Aisbett's algorithm tends to diverage at several regions.
due to local gray level changes of clouds. Table 7 shows optical flow estimation results of the con- Table 6 shows a comparison of optical flow estimation results for the Yosemite sequence having large zooming, ventional and proposed algorithms with varying Gaussian noise levels for test image 2 with r ϭ 3. The proposed i.e., divergent field. The proposed algorithm also shows good performance for large zooming. In Fig. 10 , optical algorithm is robust to noise since it determines adaptively derivatives and uses the smoothness control function based flow by the conventional and proposed algorithms is shown for the Yosemite sequence. As shown, optical flow at the on adaptive smoothing. The proposed algorithm as well as conventional methods degrade for large noise. Note edges between the mountains and at the horizon is well that adaptive smoothing based on anisotropic diffusion is flow than the conventional approaches. However, the proposed algorithm does not estimate well optical flow sensitive to large noise. Table 7 also shows that Nagel and Enkelmann's method is sensitive to noise since it includes between tree and background having small difference of gray level. Black and Anandan's algorithm does not second-derivative operations. Black and Anandan's algorithm based on M-estimation is robust to large noise in produce good results for detection of smooth and discontinuous optical flow. Although this algorithm was based terms of L2 norm. While the proposed algorithm shows better performance in terms of L2 norm.
on robust modeling, it is difficult to find an optimal solution because of nonlinear cost function and possible We also show the simulation results for real image sequences. For real sequences, we set ϭ 50.0 in Black inappropriate initial values.
The second real sequence, rotating Rubik sequence, and Anandan's method, Ͱ 2 ϭ 80.0, c ϭ 1.0, and Ͳ ϭ 12.5 in Nagel and Enkelmann's method, and Ͱ 2 ϭ 20.0 contains a rubik cube rotating counter-clockwise on a turntable. We use the 1st and 6th frames to evaluate in Aisbett's method. Parameters of the proposed algorithm are the same as the ones used for other test the performance for large rotation. In Fig. 12, optical flow by the conventional and proposed algorithms is sequences. The first sequence, SRI Tree sequence, is generated by panning the camera. We use the 1st and shown. By estimating the rotation parameter of moving objects, the proposed algorithm can estimate more dense 3rd frames to consider large motion. Results for the conventional and proposed algorithms are shown in Fig. and reasonable optical flow than the conventional algo- rithms. Optical flow at the border of a circular table 11. The proposed algorithm shows more resonable optical
